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The client: A leading supply chain and
logistics software house with a diverse
portfolio of solutions and a global
presence.
The challenge: The client sought to hire a
new Head of Sales for the UK. Being a
niche role within a small market, the role
required a strategic head-hunt.
The solution: Zak employed Prince2
project management methodologies to
undertake a comprehensive candidate
search. A highly qualified competitor
candidate was identified and successfully
placed.
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UNITING TALENT AND INDUSTRY

The client: A leading, global supply chain
and logistics software solutions provider
with 20,000+ customers.

Gillespie Manners search and selection
drives businesses forward by carefully
selecting the right talent for the right
roles. We conduct retained Executive

The challenge: The client required a
Sales Leader to head their US
transportation team.

Search, Extended Multiple Hire Search
Programmes and Market Incubation
Consulting in the UK, North & South

The solution: Sourcing well-suited
candidates for this niche position
required a high level of persistence to
identify individuals who fit with the
clients company culture. Zak was able to
place a highly qualified candidate with a
strong transportation SaaS background
who now leads a team of 7 with further
expansion plans underway.

America, EMEA and APAC.
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The client: A global warehouse fulfilment automation and AI-Software provider,
headquartered in the US.
The challenge: The client sought to hire a strong individual contributor with an
established background in robotics and automation sales.
The solution: Owing to the very specific skill set required for this role, Zak and his
team undertook a market mapping exercise to identify a list of potentially suitable
competitor candidates. A relevant candidate was approached and agreed to an
introduction call, following which an offer was made. The client was impressed with
Zak's commitment to the search process and highly satisfied with the level of
background knowledge the candidate had been provided. Zak went on to grow the
sales team by placing an additional six Account Executives reporting into the VP of
sales.

DREW MELCHIORE - SENIOR ENTERPRISE SALES DIRECTOR
"I've had the pleasure to work with Zak for several months and his professionalism was outstanding. Zak was hired by an organization to recruit for a
senior leadership opportunity. Although he was working on behalf of another organization, I felt from day one that Zak was working for me. His
communication was constant and Zak showed great balance moving the process along without losing sight of any detail, large or small. Zak constantly
makes himself available and would consistently provide feedback and coaching. Without any hesitation, I would highly recommend Zak a partner to
help your firm, or any individual, build for their future"
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